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This case was developed strictly for educational purposes.
This Request for Proposals that forms the case does not entail any commitment on the part of
Young Adult Cancer Canada, the Canadian Evaluation Society (CES), the CES Educational Fund
or any of the 2016 competition sponsors.

Welcome to the Final Round of the 2016 Case Competition!
Congratulations to all three teams for qualifying for the final round. We look
forward to your presentations later today!
We thank Karine Chalifour, Program Director, Young Adult Cancer Canada, for
the information provided to support this case.
Scenario for the Presentations
Your consulting firm has been asked to respond to the attached Request for
Proposals (RFP) issued by Young Adult Cancer Canada (YACC) to create an
evaluation plan for YACC’s Support Events (Retreat Yourself, Retreat Yourself
Adventure and Survivor Conference).
The YACC evaluation department, supported by an advisory group of external
evaluation experts, has requested a briefing from each firm on their proposal.
After considering the information conveyed in the briefings, the advisory group will
recommend one of the proposals to YACC. The team that prepared the
recommended bid will be declared the winner of the 2016 Student Case
Competition.
Rules for the Final Round
1. Coaches must not communicate with their teams once the case document has
been distributed to the team.
2. Teams may use the Internet to search outside resources but may not consult
with any individuals or organizations.
3. Organizers may interrupt teams briefly to take pictures of members at work
preparing their presentation.
4. Presentations should be no longer than 20 minutes. A time-keeper will give
warning as the end of the presentation period approaches.
5. If using PowerPoint for presentations, teams should use Microsoft Office 2013
or lower to ensure compatibility with conference equipment.
6. Handouts to judges should only include material you have presented in your
presentation.
7. Teams may present in either or both official languages. Judges will ask
questions in the team’s language(s) of choice.
8. The judges will have up to 10 minutes after the presentation to ask questions
of the team.
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Assessment Criteria
The following criteria will be used for judging the presentations:


Thoroughness in addressing the evaluation requirements that are outlined in
Section 2.0 of the RFP



Quality of the presentation in terms of clarity, flow of information,
persuasiveness and interaction with the judges

Team members’ involvement and collaboration in the presentation and in the
subsequent question and answer session
Questions or Problems
To communicate with organizers during the competition, please contact one of
the following:
Name

Telephone Number

Email

Bea Courtney

709-687-2261

bcourtney@ggi.nf.ca

Kathryn Radford

613-558-6457

kradford@tvfactory.tv
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Request for Proposals:

Evaluation Plan for
Young Adult Cancer Canada
June 6, 2016

1.0

Overview of Young Adult Cancer Canada

1.1 The Organization and Its Mission
Young Adult Cancer Canada (YACC) was established in 2000 (the name
changed from RealTime Cancer in June 2008) by Geoff Eaton after his first
cancer challenge. Geoff’s vision focused on educating and supporting young
adults. At the core of that vision was the belief that cancer — like all of life’s
challenges — brings with it valuable lessons and experiences.
YACC research revealed that over 8,300 young adults were diagnosed with
cancer in Canada each year and that their survival rates were virtually unchanged
since the 1970s. And, most importantly, there were no readily available and
relevant support programs to help young adults with cancer deal with the very
unique issues they face. Young adults with cancer need and deserve an
organization wholly focused on providing customized support programs to help
them deal with their cancer experience. Given there was not one organization in
Canada with this as its focus the vision was obvious: YACC had to be that
national cancer organization providing resources for young adults looking for
inspiration, information and support.
YACC’s mission is to support young adults as they live with, through and beyond
cancer. The organization aims to be the connection to peers, a bridge out of
isolation and a source of inspiration. Any cancer, any stage, YACC’s got their
back.
YACC offers a number of programs for young adult survivors and supporters to
help connect them with others who ‘get it.’ Currently, YACC is focused on the
promotion and growth of six primary programs:




The online community;
Two Social Events (Localife, the Big Cancer Hook-up); and
Three Support Events (Retreat Yourself, Retreat Yourself Adventure and
the annual Survivor Conference) – the focus of this evaluation.

YACC is currently based in St. John’s, NL, and provides programming across
Canada. YACC has a staff of seven and an annual operating budget of
$1,031,755 of which approximately 44% or $450,000 is allocated towards Support
Events. These events are delivered primarily by two staff ‒ a Program Director
and a Community Engagement Manager.
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1.2 Overview of Support Events
YACC’s Support Events bring people together for mutual support. The events are
free to young adult cancer survivors, diagnosed with cancer between the ages of
15 and 39 and who are currently 18 to 39 years old (including people in treatment
and remission), and one supporter (a friend, sibling, or partner, aged 18-39, but
not parents). The participants are responsible for their travel to the event, though
travel assistance is available for those in need. The first retreat took place in 2005
in Newfoundland and Labrador, and the first official Survivor Conference was held
in 2007 in Alberta. The first Retreat Adventure took place in Newfoundland and
Labrador in 2012.
The purpose of all the support events is to provide a safe space for young adults
to connect, share their stories, get support and information, and feel less isolated.
Having fun with people who get it is also in the center of how events are planned
and delivered.
Through the Support Events, it is expected that participants will:




experience a deep sense of connection with peers;
feel an enhancement in their quality of life;
be better equipped to deal with what it means to live with cancer as a
young adult.

1.3 Event Descriptions
Retreat Yourself
Retreat Yourself offers weekend retreats for young adults affected by cancer to
get together with other young adults with cancer. The event is tailored to survivors
in or recently out of treatment, or anyone who has not yet connected with other
young adults dealing with cancer.
To attend a retreat, participants must have received a cancer diagnosis between
the ages of 15 and 39 and be between 18 and 39 years old. They must be
healthy enough and not require intense medical care as the events are often in
remote areas. In addition, they cannot be a previous Retreat participant, unless
they have had a recurrence of cancer since their first attendance. Eligibility is
confirmed through the application process.
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The Retreats offer four main activities:
i.

Welcoming and introduction: Participants take some time to get to know
one another from the start so they’re comfortable and open for the rest of
the weekend.

ii.

Small group discussions: Participants discuss topics that are relevant
and chosen by them, including such topics as relationships, family and
friends, sexuality and intimacy, fear of recurrence, the future, and more.
The entire group decides on four main topics and they discuss each one
throughout the weekend. Of course, they’re not limited to these topics and
many other discussions happen spontaneously throughout the weekend.

iii.

Information and tools: YACC gives participants an update on the
situation of young adult with cancer in Canada and also gives them some
tools to help in their daily lives.

iv.

Free time: The free time is a mix of structured and non-structured
activities. Depending on the weather and the location, some people will
just go out for a walk, swim in the pool, play basketball or volleyball, or just
take a little afternoon nap. A game night is also organized which gets
participants together to play.

Over the years, Retreat Yourself has held weekend retreats across Canada,
including:












2005 in Burry Heights, NL
2006-2007 in Mont Tremblant, QC
2008 in Orford, QC
2009 in Mont Tremblant, QC and in Abbotsford, BC
2010 in Abbotsford, BC
2011 in Rocky Harbour, NL and in Abbotsford, BC
2012 in St. Anns Bay, Cape Breton and in Morley, AB
2013 in Lake Louise, AB, Abbotsford, BC, Wolfville, NS
2014 in Cobourg, ON
2015 in Cobourg, ON
2016 in Abbotsford, AB

Many participants are recently out of treatment and have never attended another
YACC event. Participants share their stories and talk about what’s bothering
them about cancer, hang out, let loose, and build relationships.
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Retreat Yourself
Each day at the Retreat consisted of a lot of sharing, in small and large groups. I
expected that. There was even sharing during the free time and I loved it! I just kept
thinking to myself, ‘How have I not been doing this?’ It was so natural to share
thoughts and feelings about what each one of us was going through. I found
comfort in that. Jokes about having ‘chemo brain’ and being challenged with shortterm memory was the norm; people in the room would laugh with you because they
too know what it’s like. I’ve never experienced that, and I still laugh about it now.
— Hanna, leukemia survivor

Retreat Yourself Adventure
Retreat Yourself Adventure is for survivors who want to learn more about
themselves, and who crave a physical challenge. This event empowers survivors
to keep moving forward by increasing their confidence in their bodies and mind
post-treatment/cancer.
Retreat Yourself Adventure gives 17 young adult cancer survivors and supporters
a chance to tackle survivorship issues while ziplining and hiking in Newfoundland
on an adventure that will push their limits and challenge them physically and
mentally. The first Retreat Yourself Adventure, in 2012, had 11 participants. The
three following (2013, 2014, 2015) each had 17 participants. In the future, YACC
is hoping to offer more than one Retreat Yourself Adventure each year.
This event is for those who are less interested in sitting around a cozy retreat
centre and are more interested in discussing their cancer experiences while
speeding through the forest in a harness or hiking difficult trails. The activities
aren’t easy, so participants need to feel confident that their bodies can take four
days of real adventure activity.
Eligibility for Retreat Yourself Adventure includes:
•

•

Young adult cancer survivors between 18 and 39 years old who were
diagnosed between 15 and 39 years old. They can bring one supporter
who is also between 18 and 39.
Participants have to be in good and stable health.
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•
•

Participants should be at least one year post-treatment and up to a
maximum of five years post treatment.1
Some spaces are tentatively reserved for survivors and supporters who
have never been to a YACC event, and a few more spaces are set aside
for alumni.

All applications are approved on a first come, first served basis. YACC offers
travel assistance to help cover the cost of travel.

A Retreat Yourself Adventure
Each day of our adventure was themed and paired with a unique activity. Day one
was about conquering our theme of “fear” with ziplining—everyone brought trust
and self-confidence with them and faced their fears like champions. The second day
was all about “change” as we took to the Atlantic for a day of sea kayaking. We
faced wind, sun, and rain, and sang through it all. As we know, young adult cancer
survivors go through so many changes and they have to adapt and find the good in
there. The third day was a big day as we took on Gros Morne Mountain. Our theme
for the day was “believe,” and whether people hiked the intense trail to the base of
the mountain or all the way to the top, it was a wonderful and enlightening
experience. We are so grateful for this group to have had the courage to push their
limits or to stay within. It takes a lot of strength to do both.
— Karine Chaliflour, Program Director

Survivor Conference
The Survivor Conference is an annual event focused on making “the rest of our
life the best of our life”. It’s a time to connect or reconnect in person, and learn
useful tips to live a healthier and happier life. It also works on using the
experiences with cancer to help other young adults across the country. The
Conference is open to young adult cancer patients/survivors between 18 and 39
years-old who were diagnosed between 15 and 39 years-old. They can bring one
supporter who is also between 18 and 39. Participants can come back every year
as long as space permits.

1

YACC makes exceptions for people living with metastatic or chronic cancer who will never be done
treatment but who are in good physical shape.
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Over the years Survivor Conference has been held in:





2007 in Exshaw, AB
2009 and 2010 in St. John’s, NL
2011 in Ottawa, ON
2012, 20142, and 2015 in Toronto, ON

Survivor Conference Travel Assistance
Travel assistance is available to survivors/patients and their supporters who may
need it. The amount of assistance is based on where a participant lives in
Canada and the overall demand for assistance. Travel assistance is also
determined by the cost of travel (flight, bus, train, etc.), the participant’s financial
resources, and any money they are able to raise. Depending on the financial
situation, YACC may cover up to 50 % of a participant’s travel costs, up to a
maximum of what is allowed, as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Travel Assistance for Survivor Conference
Province / Territory3

$ Amount

British Columbia

450

Alberta

450

Saskatchewan

400

Manitoba

400

Ontario

400

Quebec

300

New Brunswick

350

Nova Scotia

200

Prince Edward Island

350

Newfoundland and Labrador

100

Yukon

475

Northwest Territories

450

2

Conference 2013 was scheduled to be in the fall of that year but was pushed to May of 2014 so the event
could be held in a warmer month.
3
At this time, Nunavut does not participate. YACC would provide assistance to a Nunavut participant.
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In addition, the Conference has a registration fee of $199 that is waived if the
participant is unable to pay. Once at the Conference hotel, all meals and
accommodation are covered by YACC.

Survivor Conference
Attending the 2012 Survivor Conference was the first time I felt normal in a year.
No one looked at me funny, said, ‘Ooooh, but you look so good,’ or stared awkwardly
when I said I had cancer. The feelings and worries that I face are normal. Everyone
in the group had—or has—these thoughts. We are all there to help each other and
share our experiences. I felt a part of something magical, something life-changing,
and it brought me out of isolation. It was acceptable to talk openly and honestly
about emotional, physical, or any struggles.
— Lynsey, conference participant

1.4 Awareness Building for Support Events and Participation
YACC promotes its events via its website, social media (Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter), e-newsletters sent to thousands of people and messages to health
professionals across the country. Occasionally, YACC creates event posters and
sends them to key health professionals in cancer centres. It also sends
pamphlets and contact cards to major cancer centres and hospitals in Canada.
YACC partners with dozens of organizations in Canada that work in the cancer
field. These organizations promote YACC events on their websites and to their
network, and YACC returns the favour. Examples of organizations where this
reciprocal relationship exists include Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada,
Rethink Breast Cancer, and The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society of Canada.
At this time, the demand is higher than the capacity for YACC’s Support Events
and therefore, the organization promotes accordingly. In fact, there is a waiting
list for most Support Events as a result of the above-mentioned promotion, as
well as through word-of-mouth.
YACC works with a marketing company for branding. They develop the
organization’s pamphlets and help in website renewal. They also create logos,
posters, and other branding material upon request.
One of the organization’s strategic objectives, as stated in YACC’s Strategic Plan,
is to change the lives of more survivors by expanding the reach of Support
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Events. Attendance records provide a breakdown of Support Event annual
participation rates as shown in Table 2 and the distribution of participants by
province of origin (Table 3).
Table 2: Annual Participation Rates
Survivor
Conference

Retreat Yourself
Year

Capacity

Actual #

Capacity

Actual #

2005

n/a

27

2006

n/a

31

2007

n/a

29

30

28

2008

31

31

40

32

East 30

18
60

50

55

44

80

79

90

88

Retreat Yourself
Adventure
Capacity

Actual #

no event

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

West 23

23

23

23

East 28

16

West 23

23

East 26

26

West 26

24

NS 26

17

AB 26

21

BC 24

22

East (Apr) 26

24

East (Nov) 26

26

BC 24

19

ON 26

19

no event

no event

11

17

17

17

93

93

17

17

100

89

17

17

Notes:
1. Numbers are for survivors and supporters, and exclude staff and facilitators.
2. Participants are 65% women and 35% men.
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Table 3: Participation Rates Across Canada and USA (%)
Western Canada

Central Canada

Eastern Canada

USA

BC

14.5

ON

38.8

NB

1.4

0.6

AB

15.5

QC

10.2

NS

5.7

SK

1.1

PEI

0.6

MB

6.5

NL

5.1

Totals

37.6%

49%

12.8%

0.6%

1.5 Participant Feedback
YACC values feedback on all of its events to help ensure they are providing the
best programs and services possible to the young adult patient/survivor
community. At the end of each event YACC administers event assessment forms.
These forms consist of a number of questions using a Likert scale to assess client
satisfaction of the event as well as asking them to remember how they felt before
the event and how they feel after the event (e.g., emotional well-being
before/after; sense of connect to the young adult cancer community before/after).
Results from the assessment forms are analyzed and reviewed by the team of
Support Event organizers and facilitators. Findings are used to inform
adjustments and changes to Support Events such as, but not limited to,
scheduling, content development, and format.
2.0

Evaluation Requirements

2.1 Key Requirements
YACC would like to undertake an evaluation of the effectiveness of its Support
Events and how they serve its mission. This evaluation will help YACC refine the
design, delivery, promotion and marketing of these events. It is expected that the
evaluation will be conducted in 2017 to assess the results achieved to date.
The specific questions the evaluation should address include:
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1. To what extent do Support Events serve YACC’s mission? What is the quality
of these events? Are there areas for improvement?
2. To what extent are the Support Events meeting the needs of young adult
cancer survivors? What is the relevance and impact of these events on young
adult cancer survivors?
3. Are the marketing / promotional activities effective?
You are encouraged to propose additional questions that would add value to this
evaluation.
The proposal should cover the following components:
1. A demonstration of your understanding of the organization’s objectives and
design (supported by a logic model);
2. An evaluation matrix, including:
a) A matrix of evaluation questions with respect to the Support Events’
expected objectives and questions of interest, including:


at least one indicator per question (both qualitative and
quantitative indicators [as appropriate] for each question);



data sources, and;



data collection methods.

Please note that the the matrix and methods proposed must be tailored
to the Support Events;
b) Identification and discussion of at least two the key factors (internal and
external to the organization) that might influence results;
c) Identification of at least two key challenges anticipated in the evaluation
and potential mitigation strategies.
3. Identification of two professional evaluation competencies that have been
strongly developed by your team’s participation in the proposal process.4
2.2

Standards

The Canadian Evaluation Society Code of Conduct for Program Evaluation5 is the
standard used in Canada.

4

http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?s=50&ss=8&_lang=EN
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2.3

Budget

Teams are not expected to present a budget for this assignment. However to help
you in understanding the anticipated scope of the evaluation, a budget of $50,000
has been allocated to cover an estimated 70 to 80 consulting days.

5

Available on the CES website at www.evaluationcanada.ca
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